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Year in Review

2016 marked the Institute’s 25th year of service as a neutral and nonpartisan convener of regional leaders determined
to examine and respond to the critical issues facing our region, thus promoting improved quality of life, government
efficiency, and economic vitality in Western Pennsylvania.
In the past year, members of our community engaged in highly impactful work on critical issues like poverty,
criminal justice reform, and the heroin/opioid epidemic. By addressing these areas of concern with the help of national
and regional experts, elected officials, community leaders, and professionals, the Institute has played a significant role
in raising public awareness and formulating meaningful and effective solutions to the region’s most pressing issues.

2016

Through continued engagement, and through the development of informative, nonpartisan educational forums

and publications, the Institute aims to turn the political discord that has permeated our society of late into informed
and intelligent political discourse, favoring collaboration over division.

Year in Review

Realizing Economic and Social Impact
Criminal Justice Task Force
In the fall of 2015, County Executive Rich Fitzgerald asked the
Institute to assemble a group of distinguished civic leaders to
examine ways to transform the county’s criminal justice system
into a “fairer and less costly [institution], without compromising
public safety.” The Institute subsequently convened the
Criminal Justice Task Force, consisting of 40 regional figures
in the fields of criminal justice, academia, and community
leadership; Mark Nordenberg, Chair of the Institute of Politics
and Chancellor Emeritus, University of Pittsburgh, and Fred
Thieman, The Henry Buhl Jr. Chair for Civic Leadership,
The Buhl Foundation served as the cochairs of the task force.
Task force members met on a monthly basis for one year,
working with national consultants to examine all aspects of the
criminal justice system, including policing, pre-trial services,
prosecution and defense, imprisonment, and courts and probation.

This collaborative examination and deliberation resulted in the
development of the Institute’s report: “Criminal Justice in the
21st Century: Improving Incarceration Policies and Practices
in Allegheny County.” Guided by six ethical principles, the
report makes a series of recommendations designed to
ensure the fairness and cost-effectiveness of the county’s
criminal justice system while maintaining a commitment to
public safety. The report examines the dramatic growth of
national and local incarceration rates in recent decades even
as crime rates have fallen, and highlights the large number
of individuals detained prior to trial through the setting of
monetary bonds, which often keep low-risk defendants
behind bars. The Institute’s report also addresses the
criminal justice system’s disproportionate impact on
Black and Latino populations and people living in poverty.
Building upon improvements already achieved by criminal
justice professionals in Allegheny County, the task force’s
report advances recommendations to create a fairer and
more equitable system that allocates taxpayer dollars
efficiently, effectively, and humanely, without compromising
public safety.

Visit http://d-scholarship.pitt.edu/id/eprint/30490
to access an online version of the publication.

Development of Research Agenda by HEI
The Health Effects Institute (HEI) is an independent research organization located
in Boston, MA that specializes in providing high-quality, impartial and relevant
scientific research on health effects. HEI is in the process of implementing one of
the major recommendations proposed by the Shale Gas Roundtable: an initiative
proposed by the Institute of Politics that called for the creation of a research fund
with diverse funding streams aimed at developing an effective foundation for
future research, communication, and decision-making. In 2014, HEI convened a
special scientific committee to develop a strategic plan to guide future research.
Following a 15-month process that included extensive review of scientific research
and three public workshops in the Appalachian region, HEI released a final research
agenda featuring 35 potential research needs that require further investigation. HEI
is currently working to secure dedicated funding to implement this agenda.

For more information on this initiative please visit:
www.healtheffects.org/unconventional-oil-natural-gas/research-agenda

Poverty: Beyond the Urban Core
In the summer of 2015, the Institute assembled a special
advisory committee led by Pennsylvania House Democratic
Caucus Chair Dan Frankel and Pennsylvania House Majority
Leader Dave Reed to examine the issue of suburban poverty
in Southwestern Pennsylvania. To inform the deliberations
of the committee, the Institute identified and invited regional
experts to present and participate in the discussions. The
committee’s work culminated in the development of a policy
brief entitled “Poverty: Beyond the Urban Core,” which was
released in September 2016.
The goal of the policy brief is to educate regional leaders
on the changing demographics and landscape of poverty
in Southwestern Pennsylvania by examining the unique
obstacles that municipalities, human service providers, and
nonprofits face while addressing poverty-related issues in
the suburbs. The policy brief addresses the issues of housing,
transportation, income inequality, and education, and
provides recommendations to public, private, and nonprofit
entities in their efforts to improve community outreach and
help those living in poverty move towards self-sufficiency.

The policy brief recommends regulatory changes at the state
level, legislative policy options, and guidance for nonprofit
and community organizations at the local level. Administrative
and policy options for community partners—outlined within
the policy brief—may assist organizations in developing
and implementing short- and long-term strategies to address
barriers within their specific areas of focus.

Visit http://d-scholarship.pitt.edu/id/eprint/30488
to access an online version of the publication.

Realizing Economic and Social Impact

Increasing the Impact of Research
Career and Technical Education Report
The Institute of Politics is currently finalizing an updated
status report on Career and Technical Centers in Pennsylvania
under the direction of both the Education Policy Committee
and the Workforce Development Policy Committee.
Since the 2011 release of the Institute of Politics’ status
report, “Governance and Funding Reform for Career and
Technical Centers in Pennsylvania,” little has changed to
address the structural issues facing Career and Technical
Centers (CTCs) in the Commonwealth. Despite existing
limitations, schools have continued to innovate, both in
Pennsylvania and throughout the country, in order to
deliver Career and Technical Education(CTE) that addresses
workforce needs. One of the most significant recent changes

in CTE has been the emergence of comprehensive
career-based academies within traditionalhigh schools,
operating as independent schools. Improved CTCs feature
increased academic rigor, a more diverse student body,
and actively avoid financial conflict of interest between
sending (home) schools and the CTCs in their district.
The Institute collaborated with several regional leaders
and content experts to develop the updated status
report, which examines national trends regarding career,
pathway–based schools, and early college high schools,
as well as various models of integrating CTE into traditional
curricula in regional school districts. The final report is
expected to be released in spring 2017.

Educational Forum on Transportation
On April 22, 2016, the Institute of Politics’ Infrastructure Policy Committee hosted
an educational forum that featured local and national experts who examined current
trends in transportation, long range planning in Southwestern Pennsylvania, and
national innovative transportation solutions and policy options. Presentations
also focused on the pressure local governments face with regard to developing,
prioritizing, and financing much-needed transportation projects.
Approximately 165 elected officials, engineers, academics, and community leaders
attended and participated in this event and its discussions. Ideas and recommendations
formulated at the forum were compiled and disseminated to attendees and submitted
to the Regional Transportation Alliance for further examination.

Opioid Overdose Epidemic Collaborative
A regional response to a complex public health issue such as the opioid epidemic requires cooperation across varied disciplines
and philosophies. The Institute’s initiative examines the partnership among University of Pittsburgh, UPMC, and three regional
counties at the core of the opioid epidemic and argues how collectively they may establish unified strategic goals along a
common “continuum of care” model to advance the response of Southwestern Pennsylvania to the opioid epidemic. This
strategy has been conceptualized in a report entitled, “A Continuum of Care Approach: Western Pennsylvania’s Response
to the Opioid Epidemic.” Recognizing that the crisis is simultaneously one of public
health and public safety, the report identifies gaps in existing protocols and programs.
In order to address these gaps and build upon Western Pennsylvania’s existing
successes in combating the epidemic, the report advances recommendations for
public health and public safety organizations across the region. The report also
includes a series of immediate to long-term goals that are designed to stem the tide
of opioids/heroin in regional communities, educate and engage professionals and
the public to reduce overdose deaths, and provide substance-use disorder patients
with quality treatment options and pathways to full recovery.
Visit iop.pitt.edu/OpioidCollaborative/IOPOpioidReport2016.pdf
to access an online version of the publication.

Enriching the Student Experience
Elsie Hillman Civic Forum
With an endowed fund awarded by Henry Hillman through
the Hillman Family Foundation, the Institute of Politics
officially launched the Elsie Hillman Civic Forum in October
2015 to serve as the student engagement and mentorship
arm of the Institute of Politics. The Elsie Hillman Civic Forum
advances the ideals of social responsibility and public service
by providing educational programs, research projects, and
civic engagement and leadership development opportunities
to students and community leaders. The academic and
community engagement activities of the Elsie Forum align
with the University of Pittsburgh’s goal to strengthen the local
community through service-oriented scholarship and mindful
collaborations with strategic community partners.
• Internship and Seminar — During the 2015-16 academic
year, the Institute of Politics held two sessions of its
Internship and Seminar course. Over the two semesters,
32 students were placed with an elected official from local,
state, or federal government and worked closely with the
official’s staff, gaining firsthand knowledge of the political
workings and atmosphere of the Pittsburgh region. These
experiences were supplemented with a weekly seminar
that employed creative learning techniques and discussion
to further analyze the public service process.
• Legislator for a Day — On March 22, 2016, eight students
traveled to Harrisburg, PA in order to “shadow” and
elected official for the day. This experience provided
the undergraduate students with a unique look into the
political process and a personal introduction to key
legislators from the region.

• Never a Spectator — On March 24, 2016, more than
180 students joined 24 regional community leaders to
celebrate the student launch of the Elsie Hillman Civic
Forum through a campus-wide event entitled, “Never a
Spectator.” The goal of the event was to inspire, empower,
and engage students to be civically active in their community
by providing them with the opportunity to learn from some of
the region’s most impactful leaders. The event was designed
to bring Elsie’s leadership style and legacy of collaboration
to a large number of students, including those who may
not be involved with other long-term Elsie programs.
• Honors Scholars program — In September 2016, The
Elsie Forum officially welcomed seven students as the
first cohort of Elsie Honors Scholars. Each student was
connected with a community partner for the purpose
of developing an original, student-led civic engagement
project that addresses issues important to the community
partner and reflects the passion and social commitment
of the student. Through a structured and collaborative
process each student works closely with a university
mentor and community agency to develop a project
that will advance the goals and mission of community
organization and develop the student’s leadership skills.

Elected Officials Retreat
The Institute of Politics hosted its 20th Annual Elected Officials Retreat in September 2016. The Elected Officials Retreat
is the flagship event for the Institute of Politics, designed to serve as a forum for public officials from different levels of
government and community leadership to strategically address regional issues and enhance professional relationships
and collaborations around the topic issue(s).
The 2016 retreat focused on some of the most daunting and complex topics that the Institute has tackled in its
history: suburban poverty, criminal justice reform, and the opioid/heroin epidemic. Since these issues affect not only
Southwestern Pennsylvania but also drive political discourse across the nation, the two-day conference featured a
wide range of local, regional, and national experts, some of whom have worked directly with the Institute in addressing
these issues over the past year.
The deliberations from the Elected Officials Retreat will be published in the Institute’s annual report (report number 57),
in early 2017.
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